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A Match the words/phrases with the pictures.

B Complete the sentences with the given words/phrases. 

1. I love .................................................... . I learn a lot from them. My favourite ones are about sea life.
2. I hate .................................................... . I don’t like watching the daily lives of real people. I think they are 

boring.
3. My father’s favourite TV show is .................................................... . He gets information about the latest 

events happening around the world.
4. I usually watch .................................................... and test my knowledge about different topics while 

answering the questions. 
5. My sister watches .................................................... to learn about different opinions of educated people.
6. I prefer watching .....................................................; especially, football and tennis matches are my favourite 

ones.
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1. documentary

2. the news

3. quiz show

4. sports programme

5. sitcom

6. soap opera

7. talk show

8. commercial

9. discussion
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C Look at the table and write sentences.

D Circle the correct option.

1. ....................................................................................

2. ....................................................................................

3. ....................................................................................

4. ....................................................................................

5. ....................................................................................

Jason prefers talk shows to commercials.

1. 
With its new cleaning technology, you don’t 
need to worry about the dirt on your clothes. 
Visit our site to buy now.

 In which TV programme can you hear this 
sentence?

 A) a documentary B) a commercial
 C) a cartoon D) a drama

2.    

Simon

I prefer sitcoms to soap 
operas. I think sitcoms 
are - - - -.

 
 

 Which of the following DOES NOT complete 
the sentence?

 A) amusing B) interesting
 C) boring D) fantastic

3.  
Yes! That’s the correct 
answer. You won 200 
points!

 Which TV programme is Lucy watching?

 A) the news B) a reality show
 C) a sports programme D) a quiz show

4. 
Joe wants to watch a TV programme with his wife 
and two kids tonight. He doesn’t want any violence, 
horror or negative examples in the TV show because 
his daughter is 11 and his son is 8 years old.

 Which of the following signs can be on the TV 
programme Joe prefers?

 A)  B) 

 C)  D) 

5. news documentary talk 
show sitcom

Jill 4 4
Bill 4 4

Kate 4 4

 Which of the following is CORRECT according 
to the table above?

 A) Jill and Kate prefer watching sitcoms.
 B) Bill only watches educational programmes on   

 TV.
 C) Jill likes informative TV programmes.
 D) Kate thinks talk shows are more entertaining   

 than the others.
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A
1. i      2. f      3. d     4. h     5. a
6. b     7. g     8. e     9. c

 
B
1. documentaries
2. reality shows
3. the news
4. quiz shows
5. discussions
6. sports programmes

C
2. Mike prefers sports programmes to quiz shows.
3. Lindsay prefers documentaries to the news.
4. Kayla prefers discussions to soap operas.
5. Leo prefers sitcoms to documentaries. 

D
1. B    2. C    3. D    4. A    5. C


